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CHAPTER 1

What is NetSuite and Who is Oracle?
NetSuite is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) business management suite offered by Oracle. It was founded 
in 1998 as the first company to provide an integrated web-based Business Software suite. Headquartered 
in Silicon Valley, NetSuite has over 34,000 customers in more than 200 countries and territories.

Oracle is a tech giant that offers enterprise software products and services. Oracle acquired NetSuite in 
2016 for $9.3 billion. Together, they offer the most comprehensive and integrated suite of cloud applications 
to help businesses grow, scale and manage their operations.

The Rise of Cloud Computing and  
Software as a Service
In the late 1990’s, a new type of software was born - software that would run over the internet instead of being 
installed on individual computers. This new category of software came to be known as “cloud computing.”

At first, cloud computing was used exclusively by large enterprises because it was expensive and complicated 
to set up. But over time, the cost of cloud computing came down considerably, and the technology has 
become more user-friendly. This made cloud computing accessible to small and medium-sized businesses 
for the first time.

In the early 2000s, a new software pricing model emerged, promising to revolutionize the way businesses 
bought and used software. This model was called “software as a service,” or SaaS. SaaS is a subscription-
based model where users pay a monthly or annual fee to access software that is hosted in the cloud.
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Why SaaS Computing Became the Standard

Under the SaaS model, businesses could subscribe to software applications that were hosted in the cloud 
and accessed over the internet. They paid a monthly or annual fee for each user, rather than a one-time 
license fee upfront.

SaaS offered many advantages over traditional on-premises software. It was more affordable since 
businesses only paid for what they used. It was also more convenient since users could access their 
applications from anywhere with an internet connection. And it was easier to set up and use since there 
was no need to install complex software on each individual computer.

Today nearly 100% of modern software companies choose to follow a SaaS pricing model. In fact, SaaS has 
become the standard for how businesses buy and use the software.

The Benefits of SaaS over Traditional  
On-Premise Software 
1. Pay As You Go Pricing
With SaaS, businesses only pay for what they use. There is no need to make a large upfront investment in 
software licenses.

2. Convenience & Flexibility
SaaS applications can be accessed from anywhere with an internet connection. This makes it easy for 
employees to work remotely or from different locations.

3. Easy to Use
SaaS applications are usually much easier to set up and use than traditional on-premises software. This is 
because they are designed to be used by non-technical users.

4. Automatic Updates
With SaaS, software updates are installed automatically. This means that users always have the latest 
version of the software, with no need to install upgrades manually.

5. Scalability
It is easy to add or remove users from a SaaS application as business needs change. This makes it easy to 
scale up or down as needed.

6. Security
SaaS applications are typically more secure than on-premises software because they are hosted in the 
cloud by experienced providers.

7. Integration
SaaS applications can often be integrated with other cloud-based applications using APIs. This allows 
businesses to create a seamless workflow between different software applications.

8. Customisation
Most SaaS applications offer some degree of customization so that businesses can tailor the software to 
their specific needs.
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The Different Types of SaaS Applications
There are three main types of SaaS applications:

1. Business Applications

Business applications are software applications that help businesses manage their operations. Common 
examples include CRM, accounting, and project management software.

2. Consumer Applications

Consumer applications are software applications that are designed for individual users, rather than 
businesses. Common examples include social media, video streaming, online banking and online 
shopping platforms.

3. Enterprise Applications

Enterprise applications are software applications that are designed for large organizations with complex 
needs. Common examples include ERP, HR, and marketing automation software.
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CHAPTER 2

A History of NetSuite
A Brief History of NetSuite
The Early Years

NetSuite was founded in 1998 by Evan Goldberg as the first cloud-based accounting software, which at the 
time was known as NetLedger. The company was one of the earliest pioneers of the SaaS model and helped 
popularize the use of cloud computing for small and medium-sized businesses.

Over the next 15 years, NetSuite expanded its module offerings and functionality beyond accounting alone 
and grew into being the preferred ERP and business management solution across a wide range of industries 
including wholesale distribution, software, retail, manufacturing, professional services, field service, and 
e-commerce. Having amassed over 10,000 active customers, NetSuite quickly became a top competitor in 
the cloud ERP space, going up against industry giants such as SAP, Oracle, and Microsoft.

NetSuite’s Global Expansion

After preliminary success in key markets such as the USA, Canada, Australia, and parts of Europe, NetSuite 
began to expand its global footprint in 2013 with the launch of its first international data centers. This was 
followed by the opening of data centers in EMEA and Asia.

These data centers improved user experience for customers by reducing latency and also allowed NetSuite 
to offer compliance with local data regulations such as GDPR. The company continues to invest in its global 
infrastructure, with plans to open additional data centers in Latin America and India in the near future.
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NetSuite’s Acquisition by Oracle

In November 2016, it was announced that NetSuite would be acquired by Oracle for $9.3 billion. The 
acquisition was completed in January 2017, and NetSuite became a subsidiary of Oracle Corporation.

The merger has helped Oracle expand its reach into the cloud ERP market, and better compete against its 
main rivals SAP and Microsoft Dynamics. It has also given NetSuite access to Oracle’s large customer base 
and salesforce, which has helped the company accelerate its growth.

Despite being owned by Oracle, NetSuite continues to operate as an independent business unit and has its 
own product roadmap. In 2019, NetSuite launched a major new release called SuiteSuccess, which includes 
pre-configured industry solutions and best practices for specific businesses.

The Present Day

Today, NetSuite is used by over 34,000 organizations worldwide and has become the go-to solution for 
businesses of all sizes who need a comprehensive, cloud-based business management solution. NetSuite 
continues to innovate and expand its module offerings, with twice annual major updates, which help 
customers gain even more value from their investment in the world’s #1 cloud-based ERP platform.

The Three Pillars of NetSuite’s Success
1. Innovation

NetSuite has always been an innovator in the enterprise software space. It was one of the first companies to 
offer a cloud-based accounting solution and has continued to lead the way in terms of its product offerings 
and features. NetSuite also invests heavily in research and development, with over 20% of its workforce 
dedicated to R&D activities. This commitment to innovation ensures that NetSuite customers always have 
access to the latest and greatest software features and functionality.

2. Best-in-class Customer Support

NetSuite takes customer support seriously and offers a comprehensive suite of support services including 
online resources, phone support, and on-site assistance. The company also offers a customer success 
program called SuiteSuccess, which provides pre-configured industry solutions and best practices for 
specific businesses.

3. Scalability

NetSuite is a highly scalable solution that can grow with your business. The platform is designed to support 
businesses of all sizes, from small businesses to large enterprises. NetSuite also offers a wide range of 
modules and features, so you can tailor the software to meet your specific business needs.
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CHAPTER 3

NetSuite Editions by Industry
NetSuite Financials First
NetSuite Financials First Edition offers clients core accounting and financial management modules needed 
to manage small, medium, and enterprise-sized businesses. NetSuite Financials First gives clients access 
to the following:

• General Ledger

• Accounts Payable

• Accounts Receivable

• Invoicing

• Vendor Bill Management

• Customer and Supplier Management

• Budgeting

• Forecasting

• Financial Reporting

• Basic Inventory Management

• Basic Project Management

• Fixed Asset Management (Add On)

• Advanced Financial Management (Add On)
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NetSuite for Wholesale Distribution
NetSuite Wholesale Distribution Edition offers users a complete view of their business with real-time visibility 
into inventory, customers, suppliers, and financials. NetSuite Wholesale Distribution gives users access to 
the following:

• All features in Financials First

• Inventory Management

• Advanced Inventory Management

• Warehouse Management

• Order Management

• Purchasing

• Returns Management

• Shipping and Fulfillment

• Advanced Pricing and Promotions

• Configurable Product Catalogs

• Configurable Workflows

• All features in Wholesale Distribution Edition

• Work Order Management

• Bill of Materials Creation

• BOM Templates

• Multi-level BOM Management

• WIP Accounting

• Routing Management

• Operation Centre Management

• Manufacturing Execution

• Manufacturing Job Costing

• Kit and Assembly Management

• All features in Wholesale Distribution Edition

• Grid Order Management

• eCommerce and Cart Management

• Advanced Product Catalogs

• Point of Sale (Add On)

• Cash Sale Management

NetSuite for Manufacturing
NetSuite Manufacturing Edition offers manufacturers an integrated view of their key business processes, 
including Work Order management and WIP and Routing on the shop floor. In addition to modules offered in 
the Wholesale Distribution edition, NetSuite Manufacturing Edition offers:

NetSuite for Retail
NetSuite Retail Edition offers retailers a complete view of their business with real-time visibility into 
eCommerce statistics, customer data, order KPIs and inventory levels. In addition to NetSuite Wholesale 
Distribution Edition, NetSuite Retail gives users access to the following:
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NetSuite for Software Companies
NetSuite Software Edition offers software companies a complete view of their business with real-time 
visibility into projects, finances, and resources. In addition to NetSuite Financial First, NetSuite Software 
gives users access to the following:

• All features in Financials First

• Advanced Project Management

• Resource Management

• Advanced Time and Expense Tracking

• Billing and Revenue Recognition

• Revenue Forecasting

• Customer Case Management

• Issue Tracking

• Subscription Billing Management

• Professional Services Automation

• Resource Utilization Reporting

• All features in Financials First

• Advanced Project Management

• Job Costing

• Resource Management

• Advanced Time and Expense Tracking

• Billing and Revenue Recognition

• Revenue Forecasting

• Professional Services Automation (PSA)

• Resource Utilization Reporting

NetSuite for Professional Services
NetSuite Professional Services Edition offers a complete view of your business with real-time visibility into 
projects, financials, and resources. In addition to NetSuite Financial First, NetSuite Professional Services 
gives users access to the following:

• All features in Financials First

• Advanced Project Management

• Resource Management

• Advanced Time and Expense Tracking

• Billing and Revenue Recognition

• Revenue Forecasting

• Media Planning and Buying

• Digital Asset Management

• Resource Utilization Reporting

NetSuite for Media and Advertising
NetSuite Media and Advertising Edition offers agencies a complete view of their business with real-time 
visibility into projects, finances, and resources. In addition to NetSuite Financial First, NetSuite Media and 
Advertising gives users access to the following:
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CHAPTER 4

NetSuite Modules & Features
Accounting & Finance
NetSuite’s Accounting and Finance module is the foundation of the NetSuite platform. It provides users 
with a complete view of their business finances in real time. The module includes features such as 
General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, and Cash Management.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Real-time visibility into business finances

2. Complete financial picture in one system

3. Streamlined financial processes

4. Improved decision-making through accurate cash flow forecasting
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Basic Inventory Management
The Inventory Management module gives users the ability to track inventory levels, stock locations, and 
purchase orders. In addition, the module includes features for managing product assemblies and kits.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved inventory control and accuracy

2. Reduced stock-outs and associated costs

3. Flexibility to track inventory at multiple locations

4. Ability to manage product assemblies and kits

Advanced Inventory Management
The Advanced Inventory Management module provides users with additional features for managing 
inventory levels and stock locations. The module includes features such as advanced pricing rules, 
barcoding, serialization, and lot tracking.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Advanced pricing rules for greater control over margins

2. Improved order accuracy and efficiency

3. Warehouse automation

4. Increased control over inventory recall management

Order Management
The Order Management module gives users the ability to track customer orders, sales quotes, and 
invoices. In addition, the module includes features for managing shipping and fulfillment.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved customer satisfaction through faster order fulfillment

2. Real-time visibility into order status and inventory levels

3. Reduced shipping and fulfillment costs

4. Flexibility to manage multiple fulfillment locations
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Customer Relationship Management
The Customer Relationship Management (CRM) module gives users the ability to track customer data, 
sales opportunities, and marketing campaigns. In addition, the module includes features for managing 
support cases and contact lists.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved customer satisfaction through better customer support

2. Increased sales and revenue through effective marketing campaigns

3. Improved customer data management

4. Flexibility to manage multiple channels (e.g., phone, email, web, chat)

Human Resources
The Human Resources (HR) module (SuitePeople) gives users the ability to track employee data, benefits, 
and time off. In addition, the module includes features for managing performance reviews and onboarding 
processes.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved employee satisfaction through better benefits management

2. Streamlined HR processes

3. Improved compliance with government regulations

4. Ability to attract and retain top talent

Project Management
The Project Management module gives users the ability to track project tasks, milestones, and resources. 
In addition, the module includes features for managing project finances and billing.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved project visibility and control

2. Reduced project costs through better resource utilization

3. Improved project quality through effective task management

4. Faster project delivery through streamlined processes
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Job Costing
The Job Costing module gives users the ability to track project costs and compare them to estimates. In 
addition, the module includes features for managing subcontractors and purchase orders.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Reduced project costs through effective cost management

2. Improved project profitability through accurate job costing

3. Greater control over subcontractor costs

4. Flexibility to manage multiple projects simultaneously

eCommerce
The eCommerce module (SuiteCommerce) gives users the ability to create an online store and process 
customer orders. In addition, the module includes features for managing product catalogs, inventory 
levels, and shipping.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Increased sales and revenue through an effective online presence

2. Improved customer satisfaction through better order management

3. Reduced costs through streamlined processes

4. Flexibility to manage multiple online stores

Business Intelligence & Reporting
The Business Intelligence & Reporting module gives users the ability to create custom reports and 
dashboards. In addition, the module includes features for scheduling reports and exporting data to Excel.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved decision-making through effective reporting

2. Increased productivity through automated report generation

3. Better data analysis through custom reports and dashboards

4. Faster insights through real-time data visualization
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Service Resource Planning
The Service Resource Planning (SRP) module gives users the ability to track service requests, SLAs, 
and contracts. In addition, the module includes features for managing service levels and customer 
satisfaction.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved service levels through effective resource utilization

2. Increased customer satisfaction through better SLA management

3. Reduced costs through streamlined processes

4. Flexibility to manage multiple service contracts

Manufacturing & Supply Chain Management
The Manufacturing & Supply Chain Management module gives users the ability to track manufacturing 
processes, inventory levels, and supplier data. In addition, the module includes features for managing 
quality control and product life cycles.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved manufacturing quality through effective quality control

2. Reduced inventory costs through real-time inventory management

3. Faster product delivery through streamlined processes

4. Greater supplier visibility and control

Fixed Asset Management
The Fixed Asset Management module gives users the ability to track asset data, depreciation, and 
maintenance. In addition, the module includes features for managing warranty claims and insurance 
policies.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved asset utilization through effective asset management

2. Reduced depreciation costs through better planning

3. Lower maintenance costs through automated scheduling

4. Greater control over warranty and insurance claims
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SuiteAnalytics
The SuiteAnalytics module gives users the ability to create custom reports and dashboards using 
NetSuite’s built-in reporting engine. In addition, the module includes features for scheduling reports and 
exporting data to Excel.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Through effective reporting, NetSuite enhances decision-making.

2. NetSuite automates the generation of reports to improve efficiency and productivity.

3. Custom reports and dashboards allow users to make better use of data analysis.

4. Real-time data visualization enables users to obtain faster insights

Budgeting and Forecasting
The Budgeting and Forecasting module gives users the ability to track financial data, create budgets, and 
generate forecast reports. In addition, the module includes features for managing currency exchange 
rates and account balances.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved financial planning through effective budgeting

2. Reduced risks through better forecasting

3. Greater control over exchange rates and account balances

4. Flexibility to manage multiple budgets simultaneously

OneWorld
The OneWorld financial consolidation module gives users the ability to consolidate financial data from 
multiple NetSuite subsidiaries. In addition, the module includes features for managing intercompany 
transactions and currency exchange rates.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved financial visibility through effective consolidation

2. Greater control over intercompany transactions and currency exchange rates

3. Faster month-end close through streamlined processes

4. Ability to manage multiple consolidation scenarios

Advanced Financials
The Advanced Financials module gives users the ability to manage complex financial data, including 
revenue recognition and multi-currency transactions. In addition, the module includes features for 
advanced configuring accounting period settings.

4 Key Benefits:

1. Improved financial accuracy through effective data management

2. Reduced risks through better period settings

3. Faster month-end close through automated revenue recognition

4. Greater control over multi-currency transactions
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CHAPTER 5

NetSuite Integration Options
In order to make the most out of your NetSuite investment, it is important to integrate NetSuite with other 
key management applications within your company’s ecosystem. Depending on your company’s needs, 
there are several different integration options available, each with its own set of benefits and drawbacks. 
In this chapter, we will discuss the different integration options and help you decide which one is right for 
your company.

Types of NetSuite Integrations
There are three main types of NetSuite integrations: point-to-point, hub-and-spoke, and middleware.

Point-to-Point Integration

Point-to-point integration is the simplest and most direct type of integration. In a point-to-point 
integration, each application is connected to NetSuite through its own individual connection. This type 
of integration is typically used for connecting two or three applications to NetSuite. The main benefits 
of point-to-point integration are its simplicity and low cost. However, point-to-point integrations can 
become complex and difficult to manage as the number of applications increases.
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Hub-and-Spoke Integration

In a hub-and-spoke integration, all applications are connected to NetSuite through a central hub. The 
central hub acts as a mediator between NetSuite and the other applications. This type of integration is 
typically used for connecting a large number of applications to NetSuite. The main benefits of hub-and-
spoke integration are its scalability and flexibility. However, hub-and-spoke integrations can be more 
complex and costly to implement than point-to-point integrations.

Middleware Integration

Middleware integration is similar to hub-and-spoke integration, but the middleware solution is typically 
more robust and configurable than a simple hub. In a middleware integration, all applications are 
connected to NetSuite through a central middleware server. The middleware server acts as a mediator 
between NetSuite and the other applications. This type of integration is typically used for connecting a 
large number of applications to NetSuite. The main benefits of middleware integration are its scalability, 
flexibility, and increased functionality. However, again middleware integrations can be more complex and 
costly to implement than point-to-point or hub-and-spoke integrations.

Choosing the Right Integration Option
The best NetSuite integration option for your company will depend on a number of factors, including the 
number of applications to be integrated, the complexity of the data to be exchanged, the frequency of 
data exchange, and the budget for the integration project.

If you are only integrating a few applications and the data exchange is relatively simple, then a point-
to-point integration may be the best option. If you are integrating a large number of applications and 
the data exchange is relatively complex, then a hub-and-spoke or middleware integration may be the 
best option.

Finally, if you are on a tight budget, then a point-to-point integration may be the best option. If you 
have a larger budget and are willing to invest more in the integration project, then a hub-and-spoke or 
middleware integration may be the best option.

NetSuite Integration Technologies
CSV Import /Export

The CSV Import/Export feature in NetSuite allows you to import and export data from NetSuite in comma-
separated values (CSV) format. This is a simple and straightforward way to exchange data between 
NetSuite and other applications.

Application Programming Interface (API)

The NetSuite API is a set of programming instructions that allow you to access the data and functionality 
in NetSuite. The NetSuite API is based on the SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) standard and 
uses the XML (Extensible Markup Language) format for data exchange, which is used in REST-based 
integrations.

Integration Tools and Solutions

In addition to the native integration features in NetSuite, there are a number of third-party tools and 
solutions that can be used to integrate NetSuite with other applications. These tools and solutions range 
from simple point-to-point integrations to complex middleware solutions.
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Some of the more popular NetSuite integration tools and solutions include:

Boomi

Dell Boomi is a cloud-based integration platform that allows you to connect NetSuite with a wide range 
of other applications. Boomi AtomSphere includes a drag-and-drop interface that makes it easy to create 
and manage integrations.

Jitterbit

Jitterbit Harmony is an on-premise and cloud integration solution that allows you to connect NetSuite 
with a wide range of other applications. Jitterbit Harmony includes a graphical interface that makes it 
easy to create and manage integrations.

Celigo IPaaS

Celigo Integration Platform as a Service (IPaaS) is a cloud-based integration platform that allows you to 
connect NetSuite with a wide range of other applications. Celigo Integrator.io includes a drag-and-drop 
interface that makes it easy to create and manage integrations.

Other NetSuite Connectors

A NetSuite connector is a pre-built integration that connects NetSuite to another application. Connectors 
are typically used for connecting NetSuite to popular applications such as Salesforce, Magento,  
or QuickBooks.

NetSuite also provides a suite of tools that allow you to build your own custom connectors. These tools 
include the SuiteCloud Development Framework (SDF), the SuiteCloud IDE, and the SuiteTalk web  
services platform.
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CHAPTER 6

NetSuite Customization Options
One of the biggest benefits of a platform like NetSuite is that it can be almost infinitely customized to suit 
the specific needs of your businesses’ different departments. NetSuite provides a number of options for 
customizing the application to meet the specific needs of your business. These options include:

Custom Fields

Custom fields allow you to add new fields to NetSuite records and forms. Custom fields can be used 
to store any type of data, such as text, numbers, dates, and so on. These fields can also be selectively 
shown depending on the user and their roles and permissions.

Custom Records

Custom records allow you to create new record types in NetSuite. Custom records can be used to store 
any type of data, such as information about customers, vendors, employees, and so on. Custom records 
allow users to virtually build on top of NetSuite’s standard functionality to capture any information that 
may be stored in different systems, databases or spreadsheets.
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Custom Objects (also known as “sublists”)

Custom objects allow you to create new child record types that are associated with a parent record type. 
For example, you could create a custom object for “Billing Address” that is associated with the “Customer” 
record type. Custom objects can be used to store any type of data.

Custom Lists

Custom lists allow you to create new picklist fields in NetSuite. These fields can be used to store any type 
of data, such as text, numbers, dates, and so on. Custom lists can also be selectively shown depending 
on the user and their roles and permissions.

Workflow Rules

Workflow rules allow you to automate actions in NetSuite based on conditions that you define. For 
example, you could create a workflow rule that automatically sends an email to a customer when an order 
is placed. Workflow rules can be triggered by any event in NetSuite, such as when a record is created, 
edited, or deleted.

Advanced NetSuite Customizations
In addition to the standard customization tools, NetSuite also offers a full development platform allowing 
users to create completely custom solutions. The NetSuite development platform includes the SuiteCloud 
Development Framework (SDF), the SuiteCloud IDE, and the SuiteTalk web services platform.

SuiteCloud Development Framework

The SuiteCloud Development Framework (SDF) is a set of tools and libraries that allow developers to 
create, test, and deploy NetSuite solutions. The SDF includes the following components:

• The SuiteFlow Designer – allows developers to visually design workflows

• The Bundle Builder – allows developers to package their code into “bundles” for easy deployment

• The Token Manager – allows developers to manage access tokens for authenticating with NetSuite

• The Unit Testing Framework – allows developers to unit test their code

SuiteCloud IDE

The SuiteCloud IDE is a plugin for the Eclipse development environment that provides developers with 
everything they need to develop NetSuite solutions. The SuiteCloud IDE includes the following features:

• Code completion – provides suggestions for code completion as you type

• Syntax highlighting – highlights code syntax for easier readability

• Error checking – alerts you to any errors in your code as you type

• Intelligent navigation – allows you to quickly navigate your codebase

• Debugging – allows you to debug your code line by line
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SuiteTalk

SuiteTalk is NetSuite’s web services platform that allows developers to integrate NetSuite with third-party 
applications. SuiteTalk uses the SOAP protocol and can be accessed using any programming language.

NetSuite Customization Best Practices
When customizing NetSuite, there are a few best practices to keep in mind:

• Keep it simple – only add the fields, records, and functionality that you need. The more complex your 
solution, the more difficult it will be to maintain.

• Test early and often – make sure to test your code thoroughly before deploying to production. Once your 
code is in production, it will be much more difficult (and time-consuming) to fix any issues that arise.

• Document your code – comment your code liberally so that others (including yourself!) can easily 
understand what it does. This will save you a lot of time down the road when you need to make changes.

• Plan for growth – as your business grows, your NetSuite solution will need to grow with it. Make sure to 
design your solution in a way that is scalable and can be easily expanded.
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CHAPTER 7

What is NetSuite SuiteSuccess?
SuiteSuccess is NetSuite’s new implementation methodology that is designed to help customers get up 
and running on NetSuite quickly and easily. SuiteSuccess is a cloud-based, leading practice solution that 
includes everything you need to get started with NetSuite for your specific industry.

How did SuiteSuccess Come About?
In 2015, NetSuite conducted a thorough evaluation of thousands of customers’ NetSuite instances across 
a wide range of industries. This information helped the SuiteSuccess team to define comprehensive 
“leading practices” that the most successful companies follow across wholesale distribution, 
manufacturing, food and beverage companies, software companies, and more.

This information was then systemized and standardized into NetSuite’s deployment scripts, meaning 
that on day one, customers would have access to a pre-build solution for their industry. This dramatically 
decreased the amount of time required to implement NetSuite, as well as the cost of implementation.

Today, customers are going live with NetSuite in as little as 100 days, and the solution they are going live 
with is far more comprehensive and sophisticated than traditional methods of implementing NetSuite ERP.



The SuiteSuccess Methodology
The SuiteSuccess methodology is based on 5 key pillars:

1. Foundation – setting the right foundation for success with pre-configured leading practices for  
your industry.

2. Adoption – delivering an exceptional user experience through role-based dashboards, alerts, KPIs and 
training designed specifically for your company’s NetSuite users.

3. Automation – automating business processes to drive efficiency and reduce errors across  
your organization.

4. Enablement – providing the resources, tools, and best practices you need to be successful with 
NetSuite long term.

5. Flexibility – ensuring that your NetSuite solution can grow with your business over time by leveraging 
the platform’s flexibility and extensibility.
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CHAPTER 8

NetSuite Partner Community
The NetSuite Partner Community is a global network of over 500 NetSuite solution providers that are 
ready to help you get the most out of your NetSuite investment. Solution providers range from small, 
specialty firms to large, global consultancies and everything in between.

If you’re considering NetSuite for your business, we highly recommend working with a solution provider. 
They will be able to help you every step of the way, from evaluating whether NetSuite is the right fit for 
your business to implementing and customizing the solution to meet your specific needs.

The Partner Community Benefits
When you work with a NetSuite solution provider, you’re getting much more than just implementation 
services. You’re also getting:

Leading Practices

Because of their vast experience working with NetSuite, solution providers have a wealth of best 
practices and knowledge to share with you. This will help ensure that your NetSuite implementation is 
successful and that you’re getting the most out of the platform.
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Industry Expertise

Many solution providers specialize in specific industries and have in-depth knowledge of the challenges 
and opportunities that businesses in those industries face. This means they can tailor NetSuite to meet 
your specific needs.

Objectivity

As an unbiased third party, solution providers can offer you an objective perspective on NetSuite and help 
you make the best decision for your business.

Cost Savings

Because solution providers are so experienced with NetSuite, they can often implement the solution 
more quickly and efficiently than if you were to do it yourself. This can save you both time and money in 
the long run.

The Different Types of NetSuite Partners
Over the past 25 years, NetSuite has built an incredible NetSuite of partners who specialize in assisting 
NetSuite clients with various services, products and support. The NetSuite partner community is broken 
down into different certifications and classifications to help customers better understand the breadth of 
services that a partner offers.

There are three different types of NetSuite partners:

NetSuite Solution Providers

Solution providers are firms that sell, implement, customize, and support NetSuite solutions. Most solution 
providers also offer a wide range of other services such as business consulting, process improvement, 
change management, and more.

NetSuite Alliance Partners

Alliance partners are firms that offer NetSuite support, administration, and other managed services. Many 
NetSuite alliance partners are also solution providers.

NetSuite Suite Developer Network Partners

SDN partners build applications (SuiteApps) using NetSuite’s development tools. These apps are classified 
into three categories depending on the nature of their technology.

NetSuite Native SuiteApp

A NetSuite Native SuiteApp is a SuiteApp that uses NetSuite’s built-in development tools and resources 
and does not require any additional coding or integration. SuiteApp data is stored within NetSuite’s native 
database, meaning the solution is entirely NetSuite technology.

Integrated SuiteApp

An Integrated SuiteApp is a SuiteApp that uses NetSuite’s built-in development tools as well as additional 
coding and/or integration in order to work. SuiteApp data may be stored within NetSuite’s database or an 
external database.

Hybrid SuiteApp

A Hybrid SuiteApp is a SuiteApp that uses NetSuite’s built-in development tools as well as additional 
coding and/or integration to other software applications and data sources. SuiteApp data is typically 
stored outside of NetSuite’s database, meaning the solution is not entirely NetSuite technology.
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CHAPTER 9

The NetSuite Evaluation and 
Selection Process Explained
The NetSuite evaluation process is designed to help you determine whether or not the software is right 
for your business. The process begins with a needs assessment, sometimes referred to as a “discovery 
session” followed by a tailored demonstration of the software to show the modules and features of 
NetSuite that are relevant to your business and industry. After this, your solutioning team will work with 
subject matter experts in your business to begin writing a detailed statement of work that will form the 
framework of your implementation.

Needs Assessment/ Discovery Session
The first step in the NetSuite evaluation process is to assess your business needs. This will help you 
determine which modules and features are most important to you and your business. A thorough 
discovery session will run through your business’s various departments, processes and procedures, 
and seek to align these needs to NetSuite’s existing leading practices. This phase may also require 
you to demonstrate various existing applications that you may be using, to help your solutioning team 
understand what functionality needs to be replaced across your software ecosystem.
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NetSuite Demonstration
With the information that is gathered during the discovery session, your solutions consultant will put 
together a tailored demonstration of NetSuite. This will show you how the software can be used to 
support your business needs and give you an idea of the various modules and features that are available. 
The demonstration should also provide you with some insight into how NetSuite can be customized to fit 
your specific industry requirements.

Building Your Statement of Work
After the discovery session and demonstration, your solutioning team will put together a detailed 
statement of work (SOW) for your implementation. This document will outline all of the necessary steps, 
tasks, and resources required to successfully implement NetSuite in your business. The SOW will also 
include a project plan and timeline, as well as a pricing proposal. Once the SOW is approved by you and 
your team, your NetSuite sales rep will work with NetSuite direct to obtain a license fee agreement.

NetSuite Contract Negotiation
After the SOW is approved, your NetSuite sales rep will work with you to negotiate the best possible 
contract. This will include factors such as license pricing, support and maintenance fees, and any other 
associated costs. NetSuite Partners are highly experienced in Negotiating with NetSuite directly on 
behalf of their customers. A good NetSuite partner will act as a buyer’s advocate for you, to ensure your 
agreement aligns with the needs and budget of your business. Once the contract is signed, your project 
team will be put together, and the implementation process can begin.
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CHAPTER 10

NetSuite Implementation  
Best Practices
The implementation of NetSuite is a complex and involved process that requires careful planning and 
execution. Your solutioning team will work with you to ensure that all of the necessary steps are carried 
out in the correct order and that your data is properly migrated over to the new system. Depending on the 
size and complexity of your business, the implementation process can take anywhere from a few weeks 
to several months.

NetSuite Implementation Phases
There are ten main phases to a NetSuite implementation:

• Pre-Implementation Preparation

• Team Introductions and Statement of Works Confirmation

• System Access Handover

• Licenced Bundle Installation

• Initial Consultant Configuration and Build

• Proof of Concept Demonstration

• Data Migration and Import

• User Acceptance Testing

• Go-Live

• Post Go-Live
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Pre-Implementation

The pre-implementation phase is all about preparation. This is when our team will work with you to gather 
the necessary information and resources, and put together a project plan. You will also be introduced to 
your NetSuite consulting team. The pre-implementation phase should also include guiding you through a 
thorough data cleansing exercise, to ensure that all of your data is accurate and up to date.

Team Introductions and Statement of Works Confirmation

During this phase, you will be introduced to your project team. This will include your project manager, 
solutions consultant, and any other consultants who will be working on your implementation. You will also 
review and confirm the statement of work (SOW) that was put together during the discovery process in 
detail to ensure that our consulting team has a thorough understanding of your needs and expectations 
during the project.

System Access Handover

In this phase, you will provide your NetSuite sales rep with the necessary information and access to your 
current systems, as well as your new NetSuite administrator account login. This will include things like 
financial data, customer data, employee data, etc. It is important to note that all of this data must be 
cleansed and normalized before it can be migrated over to NetSuite.

Licensed Bundle Installation

The next phase is for our consultants to install the NetSuite bundles for your account. The NetSuite 
licensed bundles include the necessary scripts and configurations that relate to your chosen NetSuite 
edition, as well as any other bundles that have been identified as required during the scoping process.

Initial Consultant Configuration and Build

After the NetSuite licensed bundle has been installed, your consultant team will begin configuring and 
building out the system to meet your specific business needs. This will include things like setting up users 
and permissions, integrating with 3rd party applications, and customizing workflows.

Proof of Concept Demonstration

Once the initial configuration and build are complete, your consultant team will put together a proof of 
concept demonstration to present back to your project and team leads. This is designed to give you an 
idea of how NetSuite will work in your business, as well as to test out any customizations or integrations 
that have been put in place.

Data Migration and Import

Once you have signed off on the proof of concept, your team will begin migrating your data over to 
NetSuite. This is a complex and sensitive process, so it is important that it is carried out by experienced 
consultants. Depending on the size and complexity of your data set, this phase can take anywhere from a 
few days to several weeks.

User Acceptance Testing & Training

After your data has been migrated over, it is time for user acceptance testing (UAT). During this phase, a 
select group of users from across your organization will be given access to NetSuite to test out all of the 
features and functionality that have been configured for them. This is an important step to ensure that 
everything is working as it should be, and that users are comfortable with the new system.
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Go-Live

Once UAT has been successfully completed, it is time to go live with NetSuite in your organization. This 
is when all of your users will be given access to the system, and you will begin using NetSuite for your 
day-to-day operations. We offer an intensive support window during go-lives to ensure the transition to 
NetSuite is a seamless as possible

Post Go-Live

The post go-live phase is all about making sure that everything is running smoothly in NetSuite, and that 
users are able to effectively use the system in their work. Your consultant team will be on hand to provide 
support and answer any questions that you may have during this time. Additionally, we offer a number of 
different services to help you get the most out of your NetSuite investment, such as optimization reviews 
and user training.
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CHAPTER 11

Managing Your Live NetSuite Account
Now that you have gone live with NetSuite, it is important to keep on top of maintenance and 
administration in order to ensure the system runs smoothly and effectively for your business. In this 
chapter, we will take a look at some of the key things you need to do in order to manage your NetSuite 
account.

User Management

One of the most important aspects of NetSuite administration is user management. You will need to 
add new users as your business grows, and remove old users as people leave the company. It is also 
important to keep an eye on user permissions and make sure that only those who need access to certain 
features have access to it.

Data Management

Another important task for NetSuite administrators is data management. This includes things like 
ensuring that data is accurate and up-to-date, managing record ownership, and creating custom fields 
and records.
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Customization Management

If you have made any customizations to your NetSuite account, it is important to manage these carefully. 
This includes keeping track of who made the customization, what the customization does, and when it 
was made. Additionally, you should have a process in place for testing and deploying customizations to 
ensure that they do not adversely affect the rest of your system.

Integration Management

If you have integrated NetSuite with any other applications or systems, it is important to manage these 
integrations carefully. This includes keeping track of which integrations are in place, what data is being 
shared between NetSuite and the other system, and how often the data is being updated. Additionally, 
you should have a process in place for testing and deploying integrations to ensure that they do not 
adversely affect the rest of your system.

Security Management

Ensuring that your NetSuite account is secure is critical to protecting your business data. This includes 
things like keeping your password safe, enabling two-factor authentication, and restricting access to 
sensitive data.

Consider a NetSuite Managed Services Agreement
As your business grows and NetSuite becomes more critical to your operations, you may want to consider 
a managed services agreement. This agreement would give you access to a dedicated team of NetSuite 
experts who would manage all aspects of your account, including administration, customization, 
integration, and security.

We offer customized managed services agreements to our clients to simplify the day-to-day 
management of your NetSuite account. Our MS agreements include:

• Helpdesk and Support Services

• NetSuite Administration and Maintenance

• Customization and Development Services

• Integration Management

• Security Management

• Training and User Adoption

• Report Writing and Analytics

Advantages of Managed Services
• You get access to a dedicated team of NetSuite experts who understand your business

• Proactive management of your account to ensure peak performance

• Frees up your time to focus on other aspects of your business

• Simplifies the day-to-day management of NetSuite

• Ensures that you are getting the most out of your NetSuite investment
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CHAPTER 12

Continuous Improvement of NetSuite
Once you have gone live with NetSuite, it is important to continuously improve the system in order to keep 
up with the changing needs of your business. In this chapter, we will take a look at some of the key things 
you need to do in order to continuously improve your NetSuite account.

Review Your Business Processes Regularly

As your business grows and changes, your NetSuite account should change with it. It is important to 
review your business processes regularly and make sure that they are still being followed. Additionally, 
you should review any customizations or integrations that you have in place and make sure that they 
are still necessary. If you find that something has changed or is no longer needed, you should make the 
appropriate changes to your NetSuite account.

Update Your Documentation Regularly

Documentation is critical to the success of any NetSuite implementation. As you make changes to your 
account, it is important to update your documentation accordingly. This includes things like updating 
your process documentation, updating your customization documentation, and updating your integration 
documentation. Additionally, you should keep track of any new features or functionality that you add to 
NetSuite and document how to use them.
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Conduct User Training Regularly

As new employees join your company and existing employees move to new positions, it is important 
to provide them with training on how to use NetSuite. Additionally, you should conduct user training 
regularly even for those employees who have been using NetSuite for a while. This will ensure that 
everyone is up-to-date on the latest features and functionality and can use NetSuite to its full potential.

Stay on Top of NetSuite Upgrades

NetSuite releases 2 major updates a year, in the spring and fall. It is important to stay on top of these 
upgrades and install them in a timely manner. Additionally, you should test the upgrade in your test 
environment before installing it in your production environment. This will ensure that there are no issues 
with the upgrade and that it does not negatively impact your business.

Monitor NetSuite Usage Regularly

It is important to monitor how your employees are using NetSuite on a regular basis. This includes things 
like monitoring login activity, monitoring system usage, and monitoring customizations and integrations. 
Additionally, you should set up alerts so that you can be notified if something unusual happens. This will 
help you to identify any potential issues and address them before they become a problem.

Working with A NetSuite Partner to Identify 
Opportunities for Improvement
If you are working with a NetSuite partner, they will be able to help you identify opportunities for 
improvement. Additionally, they will be able to provide you with guidance on how to implement these 
improvements. Ultimately, working with a NetSuite partner will help you to get the most out of your 
NetSuite investment and ensure that your account is always up-to-date.


